NIH Funds New Techniques to Explore Our ‘Dark Genome’

Newest Mission Bay Building Gets Approval to Move Ahead

Couple Wins Vilcek Prize Honoring Immigrant Contributions

UCSF is Biggest Fundraiser of All Public Schools — and Top 5 Overall

Seen Around Campus

Tracy Warren (left) and Melissa Pelegman, clinical research coordinators at Langley Porter Psychiatric Hospital and Clinics, were among the faculty, staff and students who turned out to make Valentine’s Day cards, some of which were delivered to patients for the holiday.

View full image and caption » [Download photos »]

UCSF In The News

The Chan Zuckerberg Biohub invests $50 million in its first 47 research initiatives

TechCrunch | Biohub co-director Joe DeRisi talks about the vision for the first round of funding, which includes more than $22 million for UCSF investigators.

“Dense breasts” exceed all other breast cancer risk factors

The Mercury News | A new study led by Natalie Engmann, a PhD candidate in the Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics, and Karli Kielkowski, MD, finds that women with “dense breasts” are at increased risk for breast cancer compared with women with a family history of the disease, their own history of benign lesions, or a first full-term pregnancy over age 30.

Campus Announcements

ZSFG Research Building Approved: Mayor Ed Lee has signed legislation enabling construction of a new research and academic building at Zuckerberg San Francisco General to move ahead. The signing follows unanimous approval by the Board of Supervisors on Jan. 31. Learn more about the project »

Mission Hall Restaurant: SF Kebab, a Mediterranean restaurant from the owner of the popular Hayes & Kebab in Hayes Valley, will open soon in the first floor café space in Mission Hall. View the restaurant renderings »

Makers Lab Pop-Up Events: The UCSF Library Makers Lab is a creative, DIY space where students, faculty, and staff can gather to invent and learn. Try your hand at origami, basic 3D design, button making and more. Check out the Makers Lab events »

Upcoming Events

National Science Policy with Mary Maxon from LEBNL
Feb. 16 | Mission Bay

Culinary Medicine in Medical Education
Feb. 24 | Pamassus

School of Medicine Deen’s Forum: Our Clinical Mission
Feb. 27 | Mission Bay

More upcoming events...

10M Views on Facebook!

Meet the UCSF Medical Center’s therapy cat “Duke Ellington” Morris